RECENT STUDIES IN THE UNITED STATES ON THE LOW
PERFORMANCE AND PREMATURE AGING OF SOCCER
PLAYERS.
Why do soccer players often seem older than they actually are?
Normally, it is usual to see how players and athletes suffer from over the years
more noticeably than most people, of so that they may appear older than their
biological age indicates. It is a phenomenon that for Dr. Jesús Angel
Fernández-Tresguerres, Professor of Experimental Endocrinology of the
Complutense and president of the European Federation of Academies of
Medicine, has an explanation, also the company Gicco New York LLC and
Supéreme Water 9.5Ph. did their thorough research that shows as proof.
In 2018, Atletico Madrid in New York held a summer camp where all
participants only consumed Supreme Water 9.5Ph. The daily practice schedule
were long days from 9am to 5pm and at the end of each day, observations and
surveys were made to the participants of what their performance had been and
their responses were positive of how they ended up energized and ready for the
next day. The trainers of Atletico de Madrid could testify of how they
themselves felt the difference in their bodies and their performance as trainers.

THE SOLUTION TO PREVENT THIS PREMATURE AGING IS TO
CHANGE THE WATER CONSUMED DAILY.
" The competition exercise is well above the normal performance of our body
which causes athletes to ware out and evolve to the point that their biological
ages are usually higher than the chronological ones" Without advancing age
"the only thing that can be done to moderate the accelerated deterioration
caused by aging is to change the water you consume daily for a vaporized and
distilled water that cleans and purifies 100% of the water from all pollution and
impurities. Gicco New York Supreme Water is vaporized and distilled water
that provides invigorating, beneficial hydration for health and with mild flavor,
it also contains 5 key elements unlike any other water. First, we steam our
product with steam, which removes all impurities from the water, we increase
the pH of our to 9.5 to ensure that the water reaches an alkaline ionized state

with natural oxygen. After these 2 processes, we make sure to put the essential
electrolytes and minerals that the body needs to rehydrate properly.
TIME HAS CHANGED AND THE ALKALINE WATER DISTILLED AND
IONIZED, WITH MINERALS, ELECTROLYTES IS THE WATER OF
INOVATION TO ENJOY A GOOD HEALTH.
Water is the most important hydration mineral for humans. In recent times,
studies have been conducted where they have realized that most diseases come
from water that we consume, since our environment is completely invaded
with pollution by the factories that fill our clouds and when the rain descends
to our rivers and springs, the water is contaminated water and although many
companies try to treat the water, these bacteria are not completely eliminated.
WHAT IS THE REASON THAT THE BODY AGES SO FAST AND ITS
PERFORMANCE IS LESS EVERY TIME?
It is because the blood is not receiving pure and appropriate water to keep its
organs healthy and free of toxins.
For example, the waters that athletes regularly drink are waters or drinks
totally harmful to their health because they contain a large amount of sodium,
are citrus and / or sugar.
The athlete should not consume just any water, the water he consumes should
be a water that keeps him hydrated and goes to the rhythm of his daily activity
and stops premature aging.
There must be a change in the diets of athletes in terms of drinks they consume
as most contain sugars and sulfates that in the long run can destroy the organs of
human being.
The common water that athletes consume does not provide them with the
nutrients that supreme water 9.5 ph gives them in a single bottle.
Running water contains high levels of citrus and high levels of sodium or sugar.
If you perform the experiment and place a piece of meat in a water with sodium
or sugar you will notice that the piece of meat is going to dry out and likewise it
will happen with our organs if there is no change in daily water intake.

Each passing year is crucial for athletes in terms of their health and performance.
Each year of play is equivalent to 2.5 or up to 3 years of premature aging. Note
that over time the faces of the athletes are increasingly deteriorated and in the
vast majority you notice a deficiency that makes almost all of them look the same.
WHAT'S THE REASON?
The reason is the same, the water that they consumen is a poison for their organs,
which over time are dissecting.
Another very important observation is that all of the equipment in general of
the first division are required to play 57 or more matches per year, in addition to
his selection and many players on journey 22 onwards they start with a very
drastic decline and their performance is visibly affected in such a way that it
frustrates them.
The reason for this phenomenon is that they reach a stage without oxygen in their
blood, and this is solved when they start drinking Gicco New York Supreme
water.
They can take the test and try for 7 days and you will notice the difference!
By often drinking Supreme water 9.5 Ph and Supreme Water with antioxidants,
this would stop 100% premature aging. The player will feel stronger, healthier
and will be able to maintain a competitive pace of play up to 43 years in their
professional team. All this would prevent great high-class soccer players such
as Ronaldo, Leonel Messi, Neymar, Crisman, Piqué and many more; stay in
oblivion like others who are no longer on the field of play because they have
had to retire at not very advanced ages and with a deterioration in their health.
All this can change if we become aware of the water we consume, and we can
prevent more professional soccer stars from being removed by age.
Clubs will have better responses from their investors and fans will have more years to enjoy
their star soccer players.

TIME FOR GREAT ADVANCES! SUPREME WATER THE WATER
CREATED FOR A LIFE CHANGE!
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